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Abstract 
This paper explores the possibility of using recorded road slope data in order to reduce fuel consumption for off-road 
construction vehicles such as articulated haulers. An optimal control algorithm based on model predictive control and 
dynamic programming is formulated to find an optimal gear shift sequence. Computer simulation shows that both fuel 
consumption and travel time can be reduced simultaneously. In addition, the optimal gear shift sequence resembles the 
behavior of an experienced driver.  
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1. Introduction 
Fuel efficiency has become one of the main focuses for automobile manufacturers. In recent years, several 
studies have been carried out to examine the possibility of improving fuel efficiency utilizing road topography 
obtained from GPS localization and three-dimensional road maps. Fröberg et al. [1] showed that constant speed is 
optimal if the road slope is within certain bounds. Hellström et al. [2] developed a dynamic programming 
algorithm to solve the fuel consumption control problem numerically. Experiments were carried out in [3] and 
they showed reductions in fuel consumption for heavy diesel trucks by up to 7% without increasing travel time.  
However, these methods have not yet been investigated on off-road vehicles such as construction equipment 
due to unavailability of 3D maps of the operating environments. This paper explores the possibility of using 
recorded road topography information together with a GPS unit to minimize fuel consumption and travel time for 
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off-road construction vehicles. An optimal control algorithm based on model predictive control (MPC) and 
dynamic programming (DP) is formulated to find an optimal gear shift sequence. The proposed MPC controller 
uses a model of the vehicle dynamics and the recorded road slope data to predict the future values of certain 
relevant states over a limited position horizon just ahead of the vehicle. These predicted states are then utilized in 
a discrete dynamic programming algorithm to find an optimal gear shift sequence as a function of the vehicle 
future position for the particular prediction horizon.  
Articulated haulers (see Figure 1) are the most commonly used off-road vehicles. We present a dynamic 
model of a hauler manufactured by Volvo Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) used in the optimization problem 
in Section 2. The proposed control algorithm is explained in Section 3. Finally, the simulation results are 
evaluated and conclusions are drawn in Section 4 and 5 respectively.   
2. Vehicle Dynamic Modeling 
The powertrain modeling in [4] serves as the inspiration for the dynamic model of an articulated hauler 
derived in this section. Modifications are made to model the hauler’s driveline. The powertrain for a motor 
vehicle includes an engine and a driveline. The engine converts fuel into motion and the driveline transfers torque 
and angular velocity from the engine to the wheels. Normally, the driveline consists of a clutch, transmission, 
shafts, differentials and wheels. For certain automatic transmission vehicles like articulated haulers, the clutch is 
replaced by a torque converter and a lockup for improved efficiency. Figure 2 illustrates the powertrain of an 
articulated hauler.  
 
 
Figure 1. An articulated hauler 
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Figure 2. The powertrain of articulated hauler
The diesel engine of an articulated hauler is equipped with a turbocharger which boosts the engine's 
horsepower without significantly increasing its weight. The torque eT  generated by the engine together with the 
turbocharger depends on the amount of fueling fu  and the engine speed eZ , 
  , .e e f eT f u Z  (1) 
The output torque of the engine is represented by the driving torque eT  resulting from the combustion, the 
internal friction and the external load from the torque converter tcT . Newton's second law of motion gives the 
following relation, 
 , ,e e e e fri tcJ T T TZ     (2) 
where eJ  is the mass moment of inertia of the engine and ,e friT is the internal friction from the engine. 
The angular velocity of the engine is transformed to the wheels via shafts and differentials with various gear 
ratios. This relation is expressed by   ,e trans k axl hub wi g i iZ Z where is are the conversion ratios for transmission, 
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centre axle and hub respectively, and  trans ki g  depends on the current gear kg . The vehicle velocity v is the 
product of the wheel radius wr  and its rotation speed wZ  
 .w wv r Z  (3) 
Hence, the following relation between vehicle velocity and engine speed holds 
 
   .w etrans k axl hub
rv
i g i i
Z  (4) 
 
2.1 Resisting  forces 
 
The main resisting forces in the vehicle’s longitudinal direction are aerodynamic drag aF , rolling resistance 
rF  and gravitational force gF . aF  is estimated by 
 21 ,
2a w a a
F c A vU  (5) 
where wc  is the air drag coefficient, aA  the maximum vehicle cross section area, and aU  the air density. The 
rolling resistance rF  is approximated by 
 cos ,r r N rF c F c mg D   (6) 
where rc  is the rolling resistance coefficient, NF  the normal force of the vehicle on the tires, m  the mass of the 
vehicle, g  the gravitational acceleration and D  the slope of the road. Finally, the gravitational force is obtained 
as 
 sin .gF mg D  (7) 
Newton’s second law of motion governs the vehicle dynamics in the longitudinal direction 
      .w a r gmv F F v F FD D     (8) 
2.2 Fuel consumption 
 
The mass flow of fuel fm  is determined by the fueling and engine speed as 
  , ,f e f f e fm u c uZ Z  (9) 
where fc  is a lumped parameter which depends on the number of cylinders and number of crankshaft revolutions 
per stroke. Using the relation (4) between the vehicle speed and angular velocity of the wheel, we rewrite the 
mass flow of fuel as a function of the vehicle speed v  and throttle input fu  
    , .trans k axl hubf f f f
w
i g i i
m v u c vu
r
  (10) 
The fuel consumption for a time interval 0 , ft tª º¬ ¼ is then the integral of the mass flow 
  
0
, .f
t
f f ft
m m v u dt ³  (11) 
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2.3 Complete driveline model 
 
Fundamental equations for the driveline are derived by employing the generalized Newton's second law of 
motion and relations between inputs and outputs in each component in Figure 2. We obtain the expression for the 
complete driveline model 
          2 , ,lumped lumped e f B e a r g
w lumped
e i T v u T r F v F F
mr
r
J
v K D D     (12) 
where 
 
 
    2 2 2 .
lumped trans k axl hub
lumped dbx axl hub
lumped hub hub axl axl dbx trans k trans e trans dbx axl
i i g i i
J i i i g J J J J
K K K K
K K K K
 
 
   
  
In equation (12), BT is the brake torque and K is the efficiency coefficient for corresponding component. The 
validity of this model has been verified by comparison with data from Volvo CE’s in-house simulation software.  
3. Control Algorithm 
A model predictive control (MPC) control strategy is applied to solve this fuel optimization problem. MPC is 
an iterative model-based optimal control technique which minimizes a cost function subject to system dynamics 
and constraints involving states and controls at each time step [5]. The model predictive control problem is 
typically formulated as solving an on-line finite horizon optimal control problem. 
At the discretization stage k , the current state of the system is sampled and the controller determines the 
inputs such that an objective function is optimized with dynamic programming (DP) over a prediction horizon 
pS  into the future. After the optimal strategy over a horizon pS has been determined, the first steps of the control 
strategy are implemented over a shorter horizon cS .  The state of system dynamics is measured again and the 
whole procedure—prediction and optimization—is repeated to obtain new control inputs with the prediction and 
control horizon shifted forward.  Figure 3 illustrates the concepts of a prediction horizon and control horizon. 
 
Figure 3. Illustration of the model predictive technique. 
One could argue that we can apply the control strategy over the entire horizon. Unfortunately, finding a simple 
model that perfectly represents the system dynamics appears to be impossible in practice, and disturbances also 
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need to be taken into account. Due to model-system mismatch and disturbances, the true system behavior is 
different from the predicted system. The model does however provide a good approximation of the actual system 
over short prediction horizons.  
3.1 System dynamics 
 
A numerical approach is employed to solve the on-line optimization problem. For that reason, the prediction 
model of the system dynamics needs to be discrete. The vehicle motion is formulated in equation (12) where the 
vehicle velocity, fuel consumption and the engaged gear are the states, ,[ ] .
T
k k f k kv m g x  The control signals 
u  are fueling fu , brake torque Bu  and gear selection gu . In fact, the first two signals, fueling and brake are 
actually controlled by the driver and the control algorithm only can regulate the gear selection gu . Finally, the 
system dynamics are given as 
 
 
 
1
1
2 2
, , ,
,
, ,f
v f
y v
y m f
D 
 
  
x u
x u
 (13) 
where 
T
f B gu u uª º ¬ ¼u . 
The vehicle driveline model will be transformed from being parameterized by time to being parameterized by 
position since the recorded road inclination data and GPS coordinates are position related: 
        ,  0.dv dv ds dv v v s hv v t v
dt ds dt ds t s v v
' ' '     '  z' '  
In equation (12), the throttle, brake input and gear choice are the control signals. We mentioned previously 
that the throttle and brake are actually decided by the driver. The behavior of the driver in this work is modeled 
by a constant throttle input and zero brake input. Furthermore, the selected gear and the road inclination are 
assumed to be constant in each discretization interval. The prediction horizon is divided into N steps with step 
length kh . Using Euler’s integration method with the step length ,kh  we discretize the velocity and the mass 
flow of fuel as 
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3.2 Control constraints 
 
The road conditions for articulated haulers are usually very rough and often consist of steep up- and downhill 
slopes. For this reason, the vehicle velocity can vary drastically during a drive. With a full load, steep hill and 
rough terrain conditions, the vehicle usually travels with very low speed. Hence, the lower bound of vehicle 
speed is set to zero velocity, 
max0 .v v d           (15) 
The engine speed limits vary with different hauler models, and the one we are studying is the model A25D 
from Volvo CE with configuration 6x4 or 6x6 operator selectable drive modes. The engine operating range for 
this model is [600, 2300] rpm and the preferable range is [1000, 2100] rpm. In the range of [600, 1000] and 
[2100, 2300] rpm, the engine will still operate even though low engine speed will cause vibration and high speed 
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leads to overheating. Operating in unfavorable conditions wears out the engine and shortens the expected life 
time of the various components. Hence, a “soft” constraint on engine speed will be used in the optimization 
problem, 
 min, max,1000 2100.soft e softZ Z Z d d   (16) 
The haulers of model A25 are equipped with a 6-gear automatic transmission and the gear shifts are 
sequential, i.e. there is no skipping of gears. For example, to get from the first gear to the third, one has to go 
through the second gear. The same is true for downshifting. The mathematical expression for this constraint is 
 
^ `
^ `
^ `
1
1
1 1
1,2 if 1,
5,6 if 6,
, , otherwise.
k
k k
k k k
g
g g
g g g


 
 ­°  ®°¯
 (17) 
A manual transmission locks and unlocks different sets of gears to the output shaft to achieve various gear 
ratios. An automatic transmission on the contrary uses a complete set of planetary gears to produce all of the 
different gear ratios. Moreover, an automatic transmission uses a fluid-coupling torque converter to replace the 
clutch in order to avoid engaging/disengaging clutch during gear changes. There are torque limits in some gear 
shifts leading to some loss in torque during a shift, and the vehicle speed will hence drop during gear shifts. 
Therefore, frequent gear changing is neither possible nor desirable. The time needed for a gear shift depends on 
the current gear and the vehicle speed. Generally, shift time is shorter for higher gears and higher velocities than 
for lower ones.  
To begin with avoiding frequent shifts, the obvious hasty shift sequences like up-down and down-up in two 
subsequent discretization stages are eliminated from the possible gear shift search space. For example, shift 
sequences like [1, 2, 1] and [2, 1, 2] are not allowed. In addition to the previous constraints on kg , we require 
that 
 
^ `
^ `
^ `
1 2
, 1 2
0,1 if ,
1,0 if ,
1,0,1 otherwise.
k k
g k k k
g g
u g g
 
 
!­°  ®° ¯
 (18) 
 
3.3 Cost function 
 
The main objective function is to minimize the fuel consumption utilizing the knowledge of the road slope of 
the vehicle obtained from GPS localization and a 3D map. However, narrowly minimizing the fuel use will 
eventually lead to an increased travel time. Hence, a weight function (19) with scalar penalty parameters E  for 
fuel usage and 1 E  for trip time, with > @0,1E  , is introduced to balance the trade-off between these two 
perspectives. In reality, the balance between fuel consumption and time usage is a factor that should be tested and 
determined by the user. 
   > @, 1         0,1,2,..., 1,    0,1k f k km t k N] E E E       (19) 
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3.4 The optimal control problem 
 
To summarize, the optimal control problem can be formulated as 
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3.5 Algorithm enhancement 
 
In this optimization problem, gear selection and vehicle velocity are the state vectors, and the 2-dimensional 
state space is illustrated in Figure 4. Each point in stage k in Figure 4 consists of a unique combination of a 
velocity and a gear number. The possible number of states is determined by the velocity range, the uniform 
velocity discretization step G and the number of possible gears. Thus, the maximum number of states at each 
stage with 6-gears transmission will be max6vG , which is a large number even though the max speed for hauler 
model A25 is approximately 50km/h. The total amount of paths from the first stage to the last stage is even 
greater and grows exponentially in the number of states.  
 
 
Figure 4. State space. 
 
 
Figure 5. The bounded velocity range.
 
The number of states at each stage has to be reduced to guarantee an effective optimization algorithm. Control 
constraints (16)-(18) will make the first contribution in the gear state space reduction. In spite of those 
constraints, the allowed velocity space is still large and further reduction is yet necessary. This is done by 
calculating a reachable velocity range from the given initial state over the actual prediction horizon shown in 
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Figure 5. At the beginning of each prediction horizon, a relatively small velocity difference vH  is added to the 
initial velocity 0v . We use the velocity 0v vH  as the initial value and apply the vehicle dynamics together with 
the road information while choosing the gear that gives the maximum velocity for each iteration step. A new 
upper bound for the speed over this prediction horizon is then obtained, see the blue line in Figure 5. 
Analogously, a lower bound for the speed (the green line in Figure 5) is calculated by selecting the gear which 
gives the lowest velocity in each iteration step starting from the reduced initial velocity 0v vH . Hence, we obtain 
a bounded velocity limit min,b max,b,v vª º¬ ¼  for the prediction horizon.  
In consideration of eventual model errors in the system dynamics, the limits of the preferable engine speed 
constraints are relaxed to engine’s operating range (a “hard” constraint) when calculating the bounds on 
velocities 
 min,hard max,hard.eZ Z Zd d  (21) 
For a given vehicle speed, only a group of gears is feasible. When the last stage of the prediction horizon is 
reached, all feasible gears for the velocities within the new range will be selected using the soft engine speed 
constraint (16). In that way, the feasible search space at the last stage of prediction horizon is chosen (see the red 
crosses in Figure 5). These states are then utilized in a DP algorithm to find an optimal gear shift sequence for the 
current prediction horizon.  
The value of a step length kh is an interesting parameter that is worth giving some attention. The control 
signal of gear selection is constant in every discretization step kh and. Long step length will produce long 
prediction and control horizons, and the DP algorithm will therefore not be repeated frequently for a given road 
section. The downside of long step lengths is that the steep and frequently changing road slopes may cause the 
DP algorithm to not find a solution. One could deal with this problem by shortening the step length so that it is 
possible to shift up or down without delay in tough road situations. The negative effect is lower efficiency, as the 
DP algorithm will be applied more frequently compared with long step length. Besides, the computational 
complexity increases as the number of stages is expanded. 
The DP algorithm’s feasibility and efficiency is improved by varying step length for different road slopes. 
When starting from the initial stage in each prediction horizon, the horizon is divided in ܰ stages with step length 
kh such that it is possible for the DP controller to find solutions for relatively small road slopes. While computing 
the narrower velocity range min,b max,b,v vª º¬ ¼  at each stage, the position discretization step length kh will be split 
into even smaller steps if the absolute value of road slope is large, and the length of new discretization step 
depends on the absolute value of road slope. The larger the road slope is, the finer is the discretization grid. The 
reference values of road slope and a suitable discretization grid are obtained by testing vehicle dynamics until a 
feasible solution is found. 
Taking the road slope influence on vehicle velocity into consideration, the possible search space can be further 
reduced. Intuitively, vehicle speed will drop when driving uphill and will increase during a downhill, for a 
constant fuel injection. The magnitude of the road slope also affects the vehicle speed differently. Steep uphill 
will result in more velocity decline compared to relative small uphill. The velocity search space is therefore 
adjusted by the magnitude of the slope. 
4. Simulation Results 
The choice of prediction and control horizons affects the performance of the MPC algorithm. Longer 
prediction horizons will generally give good results, but the downside is the longer computational time and 
inaccurate prediction due to eventual model errors and disturbance.  The length of the control horizon decides 
how often the prediction/optimization procedure will be applied. The trade-off between computational time 
versus better performance is a balancing of factors all of which are not attainable at the same time. Moreover, the 
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road environment for haulers is normally composed of frequent hills and it is hence necessary to test different 
horizon values in order to achieve satisfactory results.  
Two sets of horizon values are tested and evaluated against the current gear shift strategy on a road section 
through computer simulation with Volvo CE’s in-house software. This in-house simulation software includes 
complex dynamics of articulated haulers, and is regarded as highly accurate compared to the actual vehicles. The 
test road Målajord at Volvo CE’s factory in Braås in Sweden, has steep uphills which resemble the haulers’ 
normal working environment. In the first simulation, the horizon values are 80 and 65 discretization steps for 
prediction and control horizon respectively, and the result are given in Figure 6. Simulations show that the 
proposed controller succeeds in reducing both fuel consumption and trip time with respectively 1.88% and 
1.34%. The third subplot in Figure 6 shows that the MPC strategy shifted down earlier than the current strategy 
to gain more torque for the uphill, and MPC solution has less gear changes. Furthermore, the engine curve in the 
fourth subplot shows a smother frequency.  
Figure 7 shows the second simulation result with a prediction and control horizon of 20 and 10 steps 
respectively on the same road stretch.  This solution gives simultaneous reductions of 3.11% in fuel use and 
0.66% in travel time. We observe from the third plot in Figure 7 that MPC controller generally chooses to shift 
gear before the current controller. The downshifts at 233 meter and 285 meter are prior the current strategy to 
obtain the maximum torque to reduce the speed loss before climbing a large crest. Upshifting at 423, 498 and 604 
meter before downhill and a moderate uphill and letting the hauler to accelerate by gravity is intuitive. The MPC 
controller also has fewer gear shifts to avoid waste of energy.  
The behavior of the MPC controller resembles what an experienced driver would do. However, the choices of 
discretization step, prediction/control horizon and the penalty parameters have strong influence on the control 
algorithm’s behavior. An in-depth examination of the MPC controller’s behavior with varying parameter choice 
is still necessary. 
 
Figure 6. Simulation result of a road section called Målajord. The MPC strategy gives a fuel reduction of 1.88% and 
simultaneously a decrease in travel time of 1.34%. 
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Figure 7. Simulation result with shorter prediction and control horizon. The MPC controller gives a fuel reduction of 3.11% 
and a decrease in trip time of 0.66%. 
5. Conclusion 
Computer simulation shows that reductions of fuel consumption can be achieved using the proposed MPC 
algorithm. On a 500-meters road stretch, we obtain a decrease in fuel usage of 3.11% as compared to the current 
gear controller without increasing travel time. Prior to an uphill, the MPC algorithm chooses to shift down to 
accelerate so that the hauler will have a higher velocity to climb the hill. In front of a downhill, the MPC shifts up 
to slow down the vehicle speed which is an intuitive way of saving fuel. The optimal gear shift sequence 
resembles the behavior of an experienced driver.  
The computational complexity of the MPC controller is yet to be further investigated to guarantee an efficient 
on-line implementation. We could perform off-line calculation or iterative optimization since the haulers often 
travel along the same path between a loading and dumping spot. It may also possible to find a computationally 
less demanding optimization algorithm.  
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